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Abstract
Many researchers assert that p op ular culture warrants greater attention
from international relations scholars. Yet work regarding the effects of
p op ular culture on international relations has so far had a marginal imp act.
We believe that this gap leads mainstream scholars both to exaggerate the

influence of canonical academic sources and to ignore the p otentially great
influence of p op ular culture on mass and elite audiences. Drawing on work
from other discip lines, including cognitive science and p sychology, we
p rop ose a theory of how fictional narratives can influence real actors’
behavior. As p eop le read, watch, or otherwise consume fictional narratives,
they p rocess those stories as if they were actually witnessing the
p henomena those narratives describe, even if those events may be unlikely
or imp ossible. These “synthetic exp eriences” can change beliefs, reinforce
p reexisting views, or even disp lace knowledge gained from other sources
for elites as well as mass audiences. Because ideas condition how agents act,
we argue that international relations theorists should take seriously how
p op ular culture p rop agates and shap es ideas about world p olitics. We
demonstrate the p lausibility of our theory by examining the influence of the
US novelist Tom Clancy on issues such as US relations with the Soviet Union
and 9/11.
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